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Abstract: G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) have been the targets for more than 40% of the 

currently approved drugs. Although neural networks can effectively improve the accuracy of prediction 

with the biological activity, the result is undesirable in the limited orphan GPCRs (oGPCRs) datasets. 

To this end, we proposed Multi-source Transfer Learning with Graph Neural Network, called MSTL-GNN, 

to bridge this gap. Firstly, there are three ideal sources of data for transfer learning, oGPCRs, 

experimentally validated GPCRs, and invalidated GPCRs similar to the former one. Secondly, the 

SIMLEs format GPCRs convert to graphics, and they can be the input of Graph Neural Network (GNN) 

and ensemble learning for improving prediction accuracy. Finally, our experiments show that MSTL-GNN 

remarkably improves the prediction of GPCRs ligand activity value compared with previous studies. 

On average, the two evaluation indexes we adopted, R2 and Root-mean-square deviation (RMSE). 

Compared with the state-of-the-art work MSTL-GNN increased up to 67.13% and 17.22%, 

respectively. The effectiveness of MSTL-GNN in the field of GPCR Drug discovery with limited data 

also paves the way for other similar application scenarios. 

Keywords: G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs); multi-source transfer learning; Graph Neural 

Network; biological activity 
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1. Introduction  

G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) are the most successful clinical drug targets, primarily due 

to their substantial involvement in human pathophysiology and their pharmacological tractability [1]. 

More than 40% of current drugs are GPCR-targeted, and their market value exceeds 1.3 billion dollars 

per drug [2]. Bioactivity value is usually used to measure the potential of drug discovery, especially 

the endogenous ligands [3]. There are now more than 140 kinds of GPCRs with unknown endogenous 

ligands not being adequately studied, called orphan GPCRs (oGPCRs) [4,5]. Strongly correlated with 

oGPCRs, many GPCR members are found to be widely distributed in various species. And many of 

them are found to have abundant experimentally validated ligand entries with bioactivity values, 

especially in human non-olfactory GPCRs [6,7]. This suggests that although the endogenous ligand or 

signaling pathway of the oGPCR is still unclear, the drug development process for the receptor can 

still be carried out and advanced.  

Computer-aided drug design has played an important role in drug discovery in the past decades, 

based on oGPCR and their bioactivity values [8]. The most representative approach is structure-based 

drug discovery. It completes the computation by simulating the physical interaction between the target 

and small organic compounds, and then calculates the ligand bioactivity value [9]. However, this 

method has not been applied on a large scale because there are limited atomic resolution structures 

available for direct calculation. Molecular dynamics simulation is used to calculate the bioactive value 

of ligands among similar structures [10]. However, this method is hindered by low-sequence similarity 

in the helical regions due to the limitation that the operation basis requires high-quality models of 

GPCR structures. Machine learning (ML) methods and deep learning (DL) methods have been widely 

used in the study of drug-target prediction based on GPCR ligand bioactivity value [11]. On account 

of the strong predictive power of deep learning methods in recent years, various deep learning models 

are applied to drug repositioning, including multi-layer perceptron, deep belief network stacked 

auto-encoder, etc [12].  

Although machine learning and deep learning are widely used in GPCR-based bio-activity value 

prediction. However, due to the limitation of machine learning and deep learning, which require a large 

amount of data, it is difficult for the model to achieve excellent results when there are insufficient 

samples [13], especially during the COVID-19 outbreak [14,15]. Therefore, machine learning models 

that achieve excellent results under common GPCR are not satisfactory under oGPCR. In order to 

improve the accuracy of the oGPCRs ligand bioactivity prediction with limited data, we proposed 

MSTL-GNN in this paper. This method utilizes multi-source transfer learning to solve the problem of 

insufficient data under a small-sized sample. The adoption of the graph neural network model is to 

generate molecular fingerprints and the generation of weighted molecular fingerprints. Finally, the 

weighted molecular fingerprint is used as input to improve the ability of bioactivity value prediction 

by ensemble learning. 

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:   

1. The MSTL-GNN method is proposed to effectively obtain the graph features of oGPCRs under 

a small data sample;  
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2. Based on the graph features, ensemble learning is used to predict the biological ligand activity. 

3. We comprehensively compared the proposed method and previous methods based on typical 

12 GPCRs data according to their family group, and the experimental results show that the proposed 

method effectively improves the prediction performance. 

4. Experimental results show that, compared with the state-of-the-art work (WDL-RF), MSTL-GNN 

increased up to 67.13% and 17.22%, respectively. 

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces related work. Section 3 explains our 

methodology and materials used. The experiment and evaluation are discussed in Section 4. Finally, 

section 5 concludes the research. 

2. Related work & motivation 

2.1. Related work 

In recent years, different kinds of algorithms have been proposed to improve the bioactivate 

prediction accuracy. Tang et al. [16] proposed a multi-decision forest model to predict the bioactivate 

value for the receptor from the GPCR dataset. Lounkine et al. [17] proposed a Bayesian model. It 

combines molecular similarity and structure similarity to predict the bioactivates. Carpenter et al. [18] 

used a deep-learning-based virtual algorithm to predict the bioactivate value. Moreover, their result 

shows the superiority of the deep learning model. Wu et al. [19] proposed WDL-RF based on the deep 

learning weighted deep learning and random forest (WDL-RF) method, and input molecular 

fingerprints and models with variable sizes and shapes. Excellent results were obtained under R2 and 

RMSE Root-mean-square deviation (RMSE) evaluation parameters. Hu et al. [20] developed a deep 

learning method to predict biological ligand activity values through an end-to-end encode-decode 

model combined with CNN Convolutional Neural Networks. More recently, the Stokes team [21] has 

designed a directed message-passing approach for activity prediction to fit compounds. 

2.2.Motivation 

Previous studies have been able to perform well on the prediction of the BAV of ligand molecules 

binding with drug targets. However, insufficient information is available for the drug targets of oGPCR, 

resulting from the lack of 3D structures of some drug targets and the insufficient sample size of known 

active ligand molecules. Moreover, the common machine learning strategy uses existing software to 

compute, based on hand-crafted features with fixed lengths (e.g., molecular fingerprints, molecular 

descriptors), and then conducts standard machine learning methods to construct prediction models. 

However, the extraction of hand-crafted features requires researchers to master the relevant domain 

knowledge, thus limiting the popularity of the method. Also, molecular fingerprints cannot be flexibly 

adapted to diverse tasks. 

Therefore, the remaining challenges can be concluded as (1) Effective selection of ligand 

molecules in the case of small samples. In order to meet this demand, the first is to extract suitable 

molecular characteristics of the ligand and then to meet the accuracy requirement of prediction of the 

BAV of the ligand molecule binding with drug target even in small sample scenarios. (2) Generating 
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good molecular fingerprint features for various tasks to achieve end-to-end prediction. 

3. Method 

3.1. Overall framework 

The SMILES [22] string serves as input to the entire algorithm and the output is the biological 

activity value of the ligand molecule bound to the receptor. Biological activity is usually determined 

by ED50 (Half of the effective quantity), IC50 (Half inhibition concentration), Ka (Binding constant, 

affinity constant), Ki (Inhibition constant), to measure [23], the overall MSTL-GNN architecture is 

shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the architecture. 

The specific experimental steps are as follows: 

(I) Generated based on datasets with drop-back sampling. New drug targets can often be used to 

discover homologous or similar target proteins and even multiple ones that act more easily with similar 

compounds and tend to interact in more similar ways and mechanisms. Therefore, we utilized the 

information on the abundant compound samples of these target proteins to help establish virtual 

screening models for the uninformative drug targets of these samples. After determining the drug target, 

its dataset was obtained, and the homologous drug target was found to obtain its dataset. First, the 

GPCRs dataset was obtained from the Uniprot database. The dataset contains the ligand SMILES and 

the biological activity values of the action. Meanwhile, the relevant homologous GPCRs were found 

and the homologous GPCRs dataset was obtained according to the family where GPCRs were located. 

Finally, the homologous GPCRS dataset was put back to obtain the sampled homologous GPCRs dataset. 

(II) Construction of a virtual screening model based on a graph neural network. SMILES 

represents the molecular structure as arbitrary manual feature graphs, which is essentially a two-

dimensional picture describing the molecular structure. SMILES serves as an input to the graph neural 
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network, and the output is the bioactivity value for the ligand upon binding to GPCRs. Specifically, 

the graph neural network virtual screening model can be divided into three stages: generation of 

molecular fingerprint, generation of weighted molecular fingerprint, and prediction of biological 

activity value. The generation stage of molecular fingerprints does the operation as follows: First, each 

atom in SMILES is added and calculated to obtain all the atomic information. Another convolution 

operation of the atom to obtain information on the edges between the atom, and then another 

convolution operation to eliminate the effect of the extreme. Finally, all the information was summed 

to obtain the molecular fingerprints of the entire molecule. The generation stage of the weighted 

molecular fingerprint is as follows: the molecular fingerprint generated in the previous step obtains the 

weighted molecular fingerprint through a layer of weighted weight. The biological activity value 

prediction stage is done as follows: pass the weighted molecular fingerprints through two full-

connected layers to obtain their predicted biological activity values. 

(III) Construction of a multi-source transfer learning model based on parameter migration. The 

weight matrix was first obtained by entering the source domain data into the graph neural network 

model. The data of the target domain is then input into the graph neural network, and the weight matrix 

obtained from the source domain data trained in the model is migrated to the target domain as the initial 

value of the target domain feature matrix, and then retrained to obtain the new weighted molecular 

fingerprint of the target domain data. 

(IV) Prediction of ligand biological activity values based on integrated learning. First, the 

different source domains were obtained by training for the new weighted molecular fingerprints. 

Weighted molecular fingerprints serve as input to the random forest. The result of the random forest 

output is the predicted biological activity values. Then RMSE and R2 values were used to evaluate the 

predicted performance and select the 5 best groups from the biological activity values. These 5 sets of 

activity values were then averaged as the final predicted biological activity values. Finally, activity 

values were validated in test set T and used with R2 evaluation of the performance was predictive 

with RMSE. 

3.2. MSTL-GNN algorithm 

The multi-Source Transfer-Graph Neural Network algorithm is as follows: first, generate a 

homologous data set by putting back to random sampling. The parameters were then trained in the 

graph neural network using the homology dataset to obtain weight parameters. The parameters were 

then migrated to the trained model of the target domain dataset and the model was trained to obtain a 

weighted molecular fingerprint. Finally, the weighted molecular fingerprints were used as an input to 

the random forest. The output of the top 5 was averaged as the final predicted value.  

The specific steps are as follows: 

(I) Generate homologous datasets. According to the family of GPCRs, the relevant homologous 

GPCRs were found and obtained dataset. The dataset contains the name of GPCRs, SMILES of ligand 

molecules, and biological activity values for ligand molecules and GPCRs binding. Each dataset had 

four homologous datasets that sampled the four homologous datasets, set the sampling ratio to 0.5, and 

randomly repeated sampling three times. These yielded 12 homologous datasets that serve as those 
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required for homologous migration operations. The purpose of this step is to prepare the second step 

for the training model. 

(II) Training of the graph neural network. The trained graph neural networks are used to generate 

weighted molecular fingerprints while acquiring weight parameters in preparation for parameter 

migration. The SMILES in the dataset obtained in the first step cannot be used directly as an input to 

the graph neural network, which requires the SMILES string to be converted into a two-dimensional 

graph via the software RDKit so that the ligand molecule SMILES to a 2D graph can be converted as 

an input to the graph neural network. For example, the SMILES of dopamine is 'C1=CC (=C (C 

=C1CCN) O) O', whose corresponding 2D graph is shown in Figure 3.2. Among them, the SMILES 

string 'C1=CC (=C (C=C1CCN) O) O' represents a graph, '-' represents a single key, '=' represents a 

double key, '#' represents three keys, ':' represents an aromatic key, atoms or ions separated with '.', 

represents disconnected molecules structures. Each point in Figure 2 (a) represents an atom or ion in 

the SMILES string, such as a carbon atom (C), or an oxygen atom (O), and each edge represents the 

chemical bond formed by atomic bonding between atoms or ions and whether the molecule is a closed-

loop structure. The software RDKit was used to generate the graph beginning to train the graph neural 

network model. The algorithm can be divided into three stages: molecular fingerprint generation 

weighted molecular fingerprint generation, and predicted output prediction. To visually show the graph 

neural network training process in the second. 

In Figure 2 (b), the training procedure is as follows: First, the generation of molecular fingerprints 

contains L different individual units. A SMILES molecule represents the graph after one accumulation, 

convolution, seeks the mean accumulation as the input value, and then inputs to the next same 

computation module. Such a computation module has the number of L in total. Each unit consists of 

convolutional and involvement layers, operated as follows for each unit. 
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the MSTL-GNN architecture. (a) Dopamine 2D vision. 

(b) Schematic diagram of the GNN. 

Enter the SMILES string of the ith ligand molecule, set to contain an atom, after RDKit treatment 

to obtain the attribute vector of each atom𝑚𝑗 ∈ 𝑅𝐴, where𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑁𝑎, A is the dimension of the 

attribute vector of the atom. In the lth unit, ma represents the property vector of atom a. The atoms and 
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their surrounding neighbor atom t are expressed as: 

𝑚𝑎 = 𝑅𝑑𝑘𝑖𝑡(𝑎) (1) 

𝑚𝑡 = 𝑅𝑑𝑘𝑖𝑡(𝑡)
 

(2) 

In the lth unit, the jth atom is output into 𝑧𝑗 ∈  𝑅1∗𝐵via the first convolutional layer: 

𝑧𝑗 = 𝜎 (𝑚𝑗𝑊𝑙
𝐶 +

1

| 𝑁𝑗|
∑ 𝑚𝑡𝑊𝑙

𝑁

𝑡∈𝑁𝑗

+
1

| 𝑁𝑗|
∑ 𝐴𝑖𝑗𝑊𝑙

𝐸

𝑗∈𝑁𝑗

+ 𝑏) (3) 

The dimension of the attribute vector in each module is A, fingerprint length is B, 𝑚𝑗 ∈ ℝ1∗𝐴is 

the attribute vector of the 𝑗th atom; 𝑁𝑗  is the nearest neighbor set of the atoms; 𝐴𝑖𝑗 ∈ ℝ1∗6is related 

to the keys connecting the atom. Key information contains single key, double key, triple key or 

aromatic key, whether the key is conjugated, whether the key is part of the ring;𝑊𝑙
𝐶 ∈ 𝑅𝐴∗𝐵

,
 𝑊𝑙

𝑁 ∈

𝑅𝐴∗𝐵
,
 𝑊𝑙

𝐸 ∈ 𝑅6∗𝐵 are the weight matrix; 𝑏 ∈ 𝑅𝐵
 is the bias vector. 𝜎(𝑥) = {0， 𝑥 < 0

1, 𝑥 ≥ 0
 

Then, manipulate the molecule with sum pooling to obtain the molecular fingerprint of each 

module: 𝑓 

𝑓 = 𝑓 + 𝑧𝑗 (4) 

Among them, 𝑓 ∈ 𝑅1∗𝐵. 

The molecular fingerprint 𝑓 (recorded as𝑓𝑙) obtained from each unit passes through the weight 

layer𝑊 ∈ 𝑅𝐵∗𝐵 to generate a weighted molecular fingerprint 𝐹 ∈ 𝑅𝐵as: 

𝐹 = 𝜎(∑ 𝑊 ⋅ 𝑓𝑙

𝐿

𝑙=1

) (5) 

Among these 𝑓𝑙is the molecular fingerprint of the 𝑙th unit. 

After obtaining the weighted molecular fingerprint 𝐹, the predicted activity value �̂�𝑖 of ligand 

molecules 𝑥𝑖  was obtained by two fully ligated layers as: 

𝑧𝑚 = 𝜎(∑ 𝑝𝑗𝑚𝐹𝑗

𝑗

) (6) 

�̂�𝑖 = 𝜎(∑ 𝑜𝑚𝑠

𝑚

𝑧𝑚) (7) 

In the middle layer, there are neurons in the number of 𝑀, where 𝑝𝑗𝑚 is the weight of neuron 

𝑚connected to the neuron 𝑗, 𝑜𝑚𝑠 
is the weight of neuron 𝑚 connected to the neuron 𝑠 the value of 

the first dimension; 𝐹𝑗 is the result of F in the jth dimension; �̂�𝑖 
is the 𝑖th of the predicted ligand to 
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the drug target. 

Then, based on the predicted activity �̂�𝑖 of the 𝑖th ligand binding to the drug target, the minimum 

quantization error function was introduced, continuously iterating parameters 𝜃  with the objective 

function of: 

𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝜃

1

2𝑛
∑(𝑦𝑖 − �̂�𝑖)2

𝑛

𝑖=1

+
𝜆

2𝑛
∑ 𝜃2

𝜃

 (8) 

Among them, 𝑛is for the number of ligand molecules, 𝑦𝑖is for the real biological activity value 

of the 𝑖th ligand molecule, �̂�𝑖 is for the 𝑖th ligand molecule to predict biological activity value, θ is 

for the neural network model parameter, λ is for the regularization term coefficient, in order to balance 

the regularization term and loss function. When λ is large, the target function focus more on the 

regularization term, making the loss value cannot be minimized, resulting in underfitting. When λ is 

too small, the objective function focuses more on the loss function term, resulting in overfitting. In 

order to best match the loss function term to the regularization term, the regularization term coefficient 

λ is needed to help reach balance. 

For function (8), the graph neural network model parameters θ were updated using the Adam 

algorithm. Adam is a stochastic optimization of a ladder degree-based method to calculate the adaptive 

learning rate for each parameter. The function (8) is abbreviated as𝑓(𝜃), 𝑔𝑡 = 𝛥𝜃𝑓𝑡(𝜃) is the gradient 

of the 𝜃parameters of the target function𝑓(𝜃) at round 𝑡th iteration. The Ad am algorithm calculates 

the first-order matrix estimate of the gradient by using the decay coefficient𝛽1, 𝛽2 ∈ [0,1), with the 

second-order𝑣𝑡 matrix𝑚𝑡 being: 

𝑚𝑡 = 𝛽1 ∗ 𝑚𝑡−1 + (1 − 𝛽1) ∗ 𝑔𝑡 (9) 

𝑣𝑡 = 𝛽1 ∗ 𝑣𝑡−1 + (1 − 𝛽2) ∗ 𝑔𝑡
2 (10) 

in which, 𝑔𝑡
2 is the second derivative𝑔𝑡 ⊙ 𝑔𝑡. 

Since the first estimate 𝑚𝑡and second moment estimate𝑣𝑡 are initialized to a zero vector, the 

impulse estimates are also biased towards zero (especially at the initial step length or decay coefficient 

comparison hours). The problem of momentum estimation bias towards zero is solved by calculating 

bias correction �̂�𝑡 and 𝑣𝑡. 

�̂�𝑡 =
𝑚𝑡

1 − 𝛽1
𝑡 (11) 

𝑣𝑡 =
𝑣𝑡

1 − 𝛽2
𝑡 (12) 

in which the sum of 𝛽1
𝑡 and 𝛽2

𝑡 is the t power of the sum of𝛽1 and 𝛽2. 

Finally, the model parameters 𝜃 are updated with the following iterative steps: 
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𝜃𝑡 = 𝜃𝑡−1 −
𝜆

√𝑣𝑡 + 𝜀
𝑚𝑡 (13) 

Among these, 𝜆 is step length (step size), and parameters 𝛽1, 𝛽2, 𝜀 are used in Equations (9) to 

(13). Set the default parameters in Adam: 𝜆 =0.01, 𝛽1=0.9, 𝜀 =10-8. 

Based on the Ad am algorithm, mini-batch serves as the optimization strategy. That is, 100 

samples were randomly selected in each round of update iteration, with a maximum number of 

iterations of 250. 
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Figure 3. Schematic diagrams of the different multi-source transfer learning method. (a) 

Multi-source transfer learning model I. (b) Multi-source transfer learning model II. 

Single-source domain transfer learning aids the construction of the target domain model with a 

single source domain, and the effect of the results largely depends on the selection of single-source 

domains. Multi-source transfer learning is proposed to reduce the impact of individual source domains 

and enhance generalization. Often in practice, multiple different source domains can be found, but 

migration using a single source domain only leads to a waste of resources. The most common multi-

source transfer learning method is to add all the source domains as one source (Figure 3(a)). However, 

the drawback of this approach is that the differences between the different source domains are ignored. 

Another approach is to train individual source domain classification regression models and then 

combine these models to select different weight parameters for each model (Figure 3(b)). In MSTL-GNN, 

the weight for each model is set as 1 because the source domain improves similarly to the target domain. 

The 12 source domain datasets were input into the GNN model trained by formula (1)–(13), 

setting the number of training rounds to 100 rounds empirically and then adjusting the mini-batch and 

step lengths to achieve the optimal parameters, the currently trained source domain model and 

parameter weights were extracted. 

(III) Before training the target domain, assign the parameter weights obtained from the previous 

source domain model to the corresponding target domain, modify the initialization operation of the 

previous step, and replace the initialization, further continue to train in the target domain model to 

obtain the corresponding weighted molecular fingerprints. Training 12 source domain models will get 

12 weighted molecular fingerprints. 

(IV) Random Forest, an integrated learning method that can be used on classification, regression, 
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and other issues, is based on supervised learning algorithms consisting of multiple decision trees. 

During the training phase, a large number of decision trees are constructed that are often irrelevant and 

stochastic. In the output stage, the different decision trees can be voted to determine the final prediction 

results. Each decision tree has its results, and multiple decision trees help build the overall model. Thus, 

random forests often tend to perform better than decision trees. 

The weighted molecular fingerprints obtained from the previous step were used as input to the 

random forest, and the corresponding predicted values were output. The random forest was constructed 

as follows: The molecular fingerprints obtained in the third step were first used as the training set, 

where the 𝑖th ligand molecular weighted molecular fingerprint is the true activity value of the 𝑖th 

ligand and GPCR binding, with samples of in all. Then operate as follows: Select from the random and 

put back sampling samples. 

A decision tree was then constructed with the samples, best segmented at each node in a randomly 

selected feature subset, allowing the tree to grow continuously. 

Repeat the above steps to guide the growth of individual trees to completion. 

Finally, the constructed random forest to make the prediction. Each ligand molecule can gain M 

predictions, which were averaged as the final result. 

(V) Four source domains were selected in this experiment, without knowing which source domain 

of the four source domains, which source domains showed a poor migration effect. In order to 

minimize the influence of source domain selection, using the integrated learning method, integrated 

learning can also combine each learner to form powerful learners, improving the performance of 

prediction, predicting the activity value of ligand molecules and GPCR binding accurately, improving 

the efficiency of lead compound selection, and improving the efficiency of drug development. In this 

experiment, the dataset of the source domain was sampled. In the final prediction phase, according to 

R2And R MSE, the five best-predicted values are selected and averaged as the final prediction. 

3.3. A flow framework for ligand biological activity prediction based on multi-source migration maps 

The following procedure shows the ligand bioactivity prediction algorithm based on multisource 

graph neural networks: 

Algorithm: Multi-source transfer learning method based on graph neural network 

Enter: 

Source domain homologous GPCRs sample S and target domain sample T 

Training stage: 

1 Source domain datasets were randomly sampled 

2 Initialization:𝐶𝑙, 𝑁𝑙 , 𝐸𝑙 , 𝑏𝑙(𝑙 ∈ [1, 𝐿]), 𝑊, 𝑃 , 𝑂;  𝑓 ← 0, 𝐹 ← 0 

3 Repeat (the 4-14 operation until the convergence occurs) 

4     A subset of S was randomly selected from the dataset 

5         for(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖) ∈ 𝑆 

6             for𝑎 ∈ 𝑥𝑖 
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7               𝑧𝑗 = 𝜎 (𝑚𝑗𝑊𝑙
𝐶 +

1

| 𝑁𝑗|
∑ 𝑚𝑡𝑊𝑙

𝑁
𝑡∈𝑁𝑗

+
1

| 𝑁𝑗|
∑ 𝐴𝑖𝑗𝑊𝑙

𝐸
𝑗∈𝑁𝑗

+ 𝑏) 

8               𝑓 = 𝑓 + 𝑧𝑗 

9             end for 

10           𝐹 = 𝜎(∑ 𝑊 ⋅ 𝑓𝑙
𝐿
𝑙=1 ) 

11           �̂�𝑖 = 𝜎(∑ 𝑜𝑚𝑠𝑚 𝑧𝑚) 

12           𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝜃

1

2𝑛
∑ (𝑦𝑖 − �̂�𝑖)

2𝑛
𝑖=1 +

𝜆

2𝑛
∑ 𝜃2

𝜃  

13             Update the model parameters𝜃 using Adam 

14         end for 

15     get the weight matrix 𝑊and set the initial value 

16     Enter the target domain dataset 

17     A random forest regression predicting 

18     Top 5 from domain dataset 

Output stage: 

Calculating RMSE and R2 

4. Experimental and analysis 

The experiment was divided into two parts. The first part explores explore the influence of 

different training samples on this method. We specifically explore the effect of fallback sampling and 

no-fallback sampling, target domain samples, and training sample size on performance. Another part 

is the performance comparison of this method. Results with past relevant methods were compared 

under the same datasets, and the relevant results were analyzed. 

4.1. Evaluation indicators 

This experiment is a regression problem of activity value, using the common correlation 

coefficient R2 And the mean-squared error is RMSE [24–26]. The specific formula is as follows: 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √
1

𝑛
∑(�̂�𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

− 𝑦𝑖)2 (14) 

𝑦𝑖  represents the actual value; �̂�𝑖  represents the predicted value; 𝑛 represents the number of 

samples. The smaller the value of RMSE represents, the smaller error there is in the prediction. 

𝑅2 =
(∑ (𝑦𝑖 − �̄�)𝑛

𝑖=1 (�̂�𝑖 − �̄̂�))2

∑ (𝑦𝑖 − �̄�)2(�̂�𝑖 − �̄̂�)2𝑛
𝑖=1

 (15) 

𝑦𝑖: activity value of the ith ligand and target binding;  �̂�𝑖:predicted activity value of the ith ligand 

and target binding; �̄�: mean activity value of ligand and target binding;  �̄̂�: mean value of predicted 
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activity value of ligand and target binding; 𝑛representing the number of samples. The larger the R2 is, 

the more stable the representative model, and so a more reliable the model. 

4.2. Introduction of the experimental dataset 

The experimental dataset in this paper comes from the Internet open-source database. One from 

the Uniprot [27] database contains a total of 3,052 GPCRs data. The 825 GPCRs, related to humans 

were downloaded from (http://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/GLASS/) [28]. Then, download the 

GLASS file, which includes 519,051 ligand molecular data interacting with GPCRs, from which 12 

groups of fewer ligand molecules were selected and 4 homologous GPCRs. for each group of GPCRs 

based on the family where GPCRs belong. 

As shown in Appendix Table a, the GPCRs dataset was classified into 12 groups by families, with 

a larger number of numbered A–L ligand molecules as the source domain dataset (Source Database, 

SD), the remaining group being the target domain dataset (Target Database, TD), the dataset included 

group name, type, UniPort ID name, number of ligand molecules, and the GPCR subfamily. Each 

GPCR dataset includes the GPCR name, the SMILES of the ligand molecules, and the biological 

activity values of the GPCR versus ligand action, as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. The A group target domain dataset. 

GPCR SMILES Activity values 

Q9Y2T5 C1C(OC2=CC=CC(=C21)C3=CC(=CC=C3)C(=O)NCCO)CC4=CC(=CC=C4)C(F)(F)F -2.81 

Q9Y2T5 C1=CC(=CC(=C1)C(F)(F)F)CC2=CC3=C(C=CC(=C3S2)C4=CC(=CC=C4)C(=O)NCC(=O)N) -1.92 

Q9Y2T5 C1=CC(=CC(=C1)C(=O)NCCO)C2=NC(=CC=C2)OCCC3=CC(=CC(=C3)Cl)F -2.54 

Q9Y2T5 C1=CC(=CC(=C1)C(F)(F)F)CC2=CC3=C(O2)C(=CC=C3)C4=CC(=CC=C4)C(=O)NCCO -1.542 

Q9Y2T5 C1=CC(=CC(=C1)C(F)(F)F)CCOC2=CC=CC(=N2)C3=CC(=CC=C3)C(=O)NCCO -2.81 

Q9Y2T5 C1=CC(=CC(=C1)C(F)(F)F)CC2=CC3=C(S2)C(=CC=C3)C4=CC(=CC=C4)C(=O)NCCO -1.569 

Q9Y2T5 C1=CC(=CC(=C1)C(F)(F)F)CC2=CC3=C(S2)C(=CC=C3)C4=CC(=CC=C4)C(=O)NCC(=O)N -1.74 

Q9Y2T5 C1C(OC2=C(C=CC=C21)C3=CC(=CC=C3)C(=O)NCCO)CC4=CC(=CC=C4)C(F)(F)F -2.32 

Q9Y2T5 C1=CC(=CC(=C1)C(F)(F)F)CN2C=C3C=CC=C(C3=N2)C4=CC(=CC=C4)C(=O)NCCO -1.811 

Q9Y2T5 C1=CC(=CC(=C1)C(F)(F)F)CC2=CC3=C(C=CC=C3S2)C4=CC(=CC=C4)C(=O)NCCO -1.58 

Q9Y2T5 C1=CC(=CC(=C1)C(F)(F)F)CN2C=C3C(=N2)C=CC=C3C4=CC(=CC=C4)C(=O)NCCO -1.591 

Q9Y2T5 CC1=C(OC2=C1C=CC=C2C3=CC(=CC=C3)C(=O)NCCO)CC4=CC(=CC=C4)C(F)(F)F -1.909 

Q9Y2T5 COCCNC(=O)C1=CC=CC(=C1)C2=CC=CC3=C2SC(=C3)CC4=CC(=CC(=C4)Cl)F -1.474 

Q9Y2T5 C1=CC(=CC(=C1)C(F)(F)F)CC2=CC3=C(C=CC=C3O2)C4=CC(=CC=C4)C(=O)NCCO -1.45 

Q9Y2T5 COCCNC(=O)C1=CC=CC(=C1)C2=CC=CC3=C2SC(=C3)CC4=CC(=CC=C4)C(F)(F)F -1.632 

4.3. Effects of the different sources of training samples 

To deal with source domain dataset, there are two solutions, one with drop-back sampling and 

one with no drop-back sampling. The one with drop-back sampling is as follows. For each source 

domain dataset, the method is put back sampling as follows, sample each source domain dataset and 
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set a sampling ratio of 0.5. The source domain dataset in such a group was changed from the original 

4 groups to 12 groups. The one with no drop-back sampling is as follows. For each source domain 

dataset, each dataset is picked 3 times, and the ratio is set to 0.5 so that the source domain dataset in 

one set changes from the original 4 to 12 groups. This section mainly verifies whether differences in 

obtaining source domain datasets affect the predicted performance. Table 4.7 shows the experimental 

results on 12 datasets based on MSTL-GNN with put-back sampling and MSTL-GNN based on no 

drop-back sampling methods. 

Table 2. Comparison between R2 and RMSE in MSTL-GNN with and without drop-back 

sampling mode. F-MSTL-GNN represents the MSTL-GNN, two figures in bold are those 

without drop-back sampling for better data in both ways. 

Group 
R2 (↑) RMSE (↓) 

MSTL-GNN F-MSW-WDL-RF MSTL-GNN F-MSTL-GNN 

A 0.938 0.923 0.117 0.132 

B 0.615 0.646 0.778 0.793 

C 0.745 0.746 0.64 0.601 

D 0.69 0.702 0.247 0.23 

E 0.493 0.492 0.633 0.634 

F 0.393 0.396 0.612 0.611 

G 0.397 0.41 0.724 0.715 

H 0.587 0.583 0.582 0.585 

I 0.504 0.491 0.734 0.743 

J 0.599 0.598 0.598 0.598 

K 0.436 0.448 0.585 0.578 

L 0.562 0.569 0.719 0.713 

 

It can be observed from Table 2 that A group, E group, H group, I group experiment, the put-back 

sampling method RMSE is slightly lower than the no-back sampling method. R2 in A group, H group, 

I group, and J group with the put-back sampling method is slightly higher than the no-back sampling 

method. The lower the RMSE represents, the smaller error in the prediction. The higher R2 represents, 

the more stable the prediction model is. To compare whether there were significant differences in 

drop-back and no-dropback sampling methods, we calculated with the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. 

Results for both sampling methods are shown in Table 2. The calculation was performed in two ways. 

The p-value is 0.656, and the p-value is much greater than 0.05. The p-value between RMSE was 0.504, 

also much greater than 0.05. This represents no significant difference between no put-back sampled 

dataset generation and no put-back sampling data generation methods. Not put-back sampling, with 

completely different source domain samples, has similar results to put-back sampling. This shows that 

multi-source transfer learning is multiple-source domains together and can learn features from a 

different domain, rather than only learning from a single domain. Also indirectly verified that the 

multiple-source transfer learning algorithm is superior to the single-source transfer learning algorithm. 

We went on to compare the effect of the different sample numbers on the MSTL-GNN. We 
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combine group A, group B and group C with sample amount fewer than 30 into Group Ⅰ; we combine 

group D, group E and Group F with sample amount larger than 30 into Group Ⅱ; we combine group 

G, group H and Group I with sample amount larger than 300 into Group Ⅲ. Group J, K and L with 

sample amount larger than 300 were combined into Group Ⅳ. Then separately compare MSTL-GNN 

with WDL-RF in these four groups. The average improvement rate of R2, and the average reduction 

rate of RMSE. Specifically, Table 3 shows the results in these four groups. 

Table 3. Rate of RMSE reduction between MSTL-GNN and WDL-RF versus increased 

rate of R2 for the different number of samples. I represents sample size less than 30, II 

represents sample size less than 30 and greater than 100, III represents sample size greater 

than 100 and less than 300, and IV represents sample size greater than 300. 

Number of samples R2 (↑) RMSE (↓) 

I 2.45% 3.88% 

II 67.13% 19.22% 

III 39.20% 14.00% 

IV 17.95% 10.37% 

 

As is known from Table 3, the average improvement rate of R2 in I is 2.45%, with RMSE of 

3.88%, MSTL-GNN only slightly improved over WDL-RF with sample size less than 30, and high R2 

of both algorithms can also be seen in Table 4.8. The lowest R2 in WDL-RF is at 0.59, in which case, 

promotion is difficult. R2 in III sees the average improvement rate of 67.13%, RMSE of 19.22%, and 

MSTL-GNN performance over WDL-RF at sample size less than 100 and greater than 30, which was 

poor at this number of samples with the highest R2 only 0.334. MSTL-GNN largely boosted R2 in the 

case of this small sample, and reducing the RMSE, reduces the error of the prediction model, while 

improving the reliability. Judging from Table 3, the same situation also occurs in III, both with 

insufficient samples, while the WDL-RF situation performs better than WDL-RF. In the large sample 

of III, the R2 of MSTL-GNN with an average improvement rate of 17.95% and RMSE of 10.37%, 

MSTL-GNN experiences a significant boost compared to WDL-RF. 

The Figure 4 shows that RMSE has the rate of a 10% reduction either in the case of large or small 

samples, R2 sees an improvement rate of nearly 20%, meaning that the MSTL-GNN algorithm not 

only has good performance in small samples, but also improves the prediction performance with large 

sample size, with the best improvement at the sample size of 30-300. In the large sample case, the 

graph neural network learns good features and predicts activity values, and adding multi-source 

transfer learning is equivalent to adding the training sample, so it can better fit the model. In a very 

small sample, although adding transfer learning enhances the training effect, the model can easily 

underfit due to the small sample size, reducing the performance of the algorithm. The addition of 

multi-source transfer learning has solved the multi-fitting problem well and thus had the best 

performance in the three cases. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Comparison of MSTL-GNN performance with WDL-RF for different numbers 

of samples. (a) R2 improving rate. (b) RMSE decline rate. I represents sample size less 

than 30, II represents sample size less than 30 and greater than 100, III represents sample 

size greater than 100 and less than 300, and IV represents sample size greater than 300. 

To verify the effect of training samples on MSTL-GNN, 300,100,30 and 15 samples were 

randomly taken from the K (with 709 samples) and L (with 2776 samples), respectively, and the 

remaining samples served as test samples, greatly improving the test sample size to see the effect of 

training sample size on MSTL-GNN. 

Table 4. MSTL-GNN under different training samples. 

Number of samples R2 (↑) RMSE (↓) 

0–30 2.45% 3.88% 

31–100 67.13% 19.22% 

101–300 39.20% 14.00% 

>300 17.95% 10.37% 

 

From Table 4, at sample sizes of 15 and 30, R2 is close to 0, RMSE is close to 1, showing that 

MSTL-GNN is as poor as the other two algorithms, which is also because although the multi-source 

transfer learning is added, multi-source transfer learning only plays an auxiliary role if the sample is 

so small that the graph neural network cannot build a strong generalization model, and multi-source 

transfer learning is unable to establish a good model. However, when the sample size is greater than 

100, the algorithm improves significantly, which verifies the strong generalization ability of the 

algorithm in smaller samples and its effectiveness of the algorithm. When the sample size is greater 

than 300, the algorithm has better performance, and the model of the graph neural network has 

stronger generalization. 

4.4. Comparison 

MSTL-GNN is used by graph neural networks to generate new molecular fingerprints and then 

builds models to predict the biological activity values of ligand molecules when binding to GPCRs. 

Random Forest (RF) and Support Vector Regression (SVR) is performed using software to calculate 
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the molecular fingerprints of ligand molecules that are fixed and cannot be adjusted with the task. Here 

we specifically compare the predicted performance of MSTL-GNN, RF, SVR, and WDL-RF on the 12 

datasets. The results are shown in table 5 and figure 5. Specifically, nine of the 12 data sets performed 

better than the other three algorithms, with R2 of RF in E, G, and H slightly higher than MSTL-GNN. 

However, in these three groups, G group, and H group, MSTL-GNN had lower RMSE than RF. In 

many cases, the R2 was not completely positively associated with RMSE. Although RF improved R2, 

RMSE is high, which demonstrates that there is a contradictory relationship between the R2 and RMSE. 

To better fit the data and reduce the error, the reliability of the model is reduced. In addition, it can be 

seen that the MSTL-GNN is significantly better than the SVR and RF when the sample size is relatively 

small. At the same time, when the sample size is very large, the MSTL-GNN algorithm is also 

significantly better than the SVR algorithm, which proves that the graph neural network generates a 

new weighted molecular fingerprint, which is superior to the traditional software calculation, and the 

multi-source migration graph neural network algorithm also shows its superiority under small samples. 

Table 5. SVR, RF, MSTL-GNN2 Comparison with RMSE.  

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Comparison of MSTL-GNN performance with RF and SVR. (a) R2 comparison. 

(b) RMSE comparison. 

Group 
R2 (↑) RMSE (↓) 

RF SVM WDL-RF MSTL-GNN RF SVR WDL-RF MSTL-GNN 

A 0.001 0.002 0.915 0.925 1.724 1.698 0.145 0.117 

B 0.502 0.304 0.59 0.593 0.748 0.902 0.813 0.778 

C 0.398 0.228 0.738 0.743 0.879 1.004 0.639 0.64 

D 0.568 0.23 0.399 0.605 0.703 0.936 0.35 0.247 

E 0.543 0.295 0.334 0.365 0.716 0.927 0.755 0.633 

F 0.68 0.462 0.21 0.301 0.62 0.836 0.742 0.612 

G 0.403 0.364 0.294 0.303 0.478 0.948 0.813 0.724 

H 0.495 0.425 0.516 0.507 0.67 0.786 0.636 0.582 

I 0.355 0.324 0.259 0.365 0.749 0.836 0.923 0.734 

J 0.415 0.18 0.528 0.532 0.663 0.778 0.662 0.598 

K 0.397 0.347 0.333 0.377 0.796 0.925 0.679 0.585 

L 0.406 0.413 0.493 0.516 0.945 1.125 0.781 0.719 
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5. Conclusions 

This paper mainly studies the application of multi-source transfer learning and graph neural 

networks in predicting molecular biological activity, proposing the MSTL-GNN algorithm. We study 

the establishment of multi-source transfer learning while using integrated learning to improve the 

ability of activity value prediction. MSTL-GNN still has good performance under small samples. 

Compared to single-source domains, MSTL-GNN selected multiple-source domains to improve model 

performance through transfer learning while reducing the impact of negative migration from single-

source migration. Experimental results show that MSTL-GNN performs better in both large and small 

samples than traditional molecular fingerprint-based methods. Specifically, an average improvement 

of 29.67% in R2 is seen compared with the previous algorithm MSTL-GNN, and an average RMSE 

improvement of 11.23%. Moreover, compared with the state-of-the-art work (WDL-RF), MSTL-

GNN increased up to 67.13% and 17.22%, respectively. 

MSTL-GNN is a multi-source transfer learning method based on parameter migration, which has 

no source domain to target domain adaptation process and is suitable only for similar source domains 

and target domains. In normal life, homologous drug target and ligand binding activity values are not 

necessarily the same, so the domain adaptation process is required to make the source domain and 

target domain as similar as possible. In addition, MSTL-GNN average results of multiple transfer 

learning in the integrated learning section and does not weigh the results of migration from different 

source domains. In the future, weights can be used to increase the proportion of source fields similar 

to the target domain and reduce the proportion of dissimilar source domains. 
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Supplementary  

Table a. The GPCRs dataset. 

Group Type ID Number of Ligand Family Species 

A 

Target Q9Y2T5 15 Orphan receptors Human 

Source 

P07550 3155 Adrenergic receptors Human 

P50406 3378 Serotonin receptors Human 

P35368 1394 Adrenergic receptors Human 

P13945 1655 Adrenergic receptors Human 
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B 

Target O43194 27 Orphan receptors Human 

Source 

Q92847 1769 Releasing hormones receptors Human 

P24530 1111 Endothelin receptors Human 

P41144 2229 Opioid peptides receptors Guinea pig 

O43614 3882 Orexins receptors Human 

C 

Target Q6DWJ6 30 Orphan receptors Human 

Source 

P41146 1380 Opioid peptides receptors Human 

P31391 657 Somatostatin and urotensin receptors Human 

P32246 693 Chemokines and chemotactic factors receptors Human 

P61073 623 Chemokines and chemotactic factors receptors Human 

D 

Target P46093 38 Orphan receptors Human 

Source 

P25106 562 Chemokines and chemotactic factors receptors Human 

P21556 1231 Platelet-activating factor receptors Guinea pig 

P47900 718 Adenosine and adenine nucleotide receptors Human 

P32246 693 Chemokines and chemotactic factors receptors Human 

E 

Target Q96LB2 74 Orphan receptors Human 

Source 

Q9Y5Y4 2776 Orphan receptors Human 

P25090 568 Chemokines and chemotactic factors receptors Human 

P30874 827 Somatostatin and urotensin receptors Human 

P30872 635 Somatostatin and urotensin receptors Human 

F 

Target P32249 97 Orphan receptors Human 

Source 

Q2NNR5 538 Cysteinyl leukotriene receptors Guinea pig 

P32246 693 Chemokines and chemotactic factors receptors Human 

P47900 718 Adenosine and adenine nucleotide receptors Human 

P34976 1108 Angiotensin receptors Rabbit 

G 

Target Q7Z601 107 Orphan receptors Human 

Source 

P47901 952 Vasopressin / oxytocin receptors Human 

P32246 693 Chemokines and chemotactic factors receptors Human 

P08912 898 Acetylcholine (muscarinic) receptors Human 

P08482 1790 Acetylcholine (muscarinic) receptors Rat 

H 

Target Q5NUL3 195 Orphan receptors Human 

Source 

O43614 3882 Orexins receptors Human 

P49146 671 Neuropeptide Y receptors Human 

P35346 947 Somatostatin and urotensin receptors Human 

Q99705 3669 Melanin-concentrating hormone receptors Human 

I 

Target Q9GZN0 204 Orphan receptors Human 

Source 

P30872 635 Somatostatin and urotensin receptors Human 

P41146 1380 Opioid peptides receptors Human 

P35462 4268 Dopamine receptors Human 

P43140 777 Adrenergic receptors Rat 

J 

Target Q9HC97 331 Orphan receptors Human 

Source 

Q9Y2T6 709 Orphan receptors Human 

Q8TDS4 500 Nicotinic acid receptors Human 

P21556 1231 Platelet-activating factor receptors Guinea pig 
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P30411 717 Bradykinin receptors Human 

K 

Target Q9Y2T6 709 Orphan receptors Human 

Source 

P32246 693 Chemokines and chemotactic factors receptors Human 

P21556 1231 Platelet-activating factor receptors Guinea pig 

P35351 593 Angiotensin receptors Rat 

P41144 2229 Opioid peptides receptors Guinea pig 

L 

Target Q9Y5Y4 2776 Orphan receptors Human 

Source 

P25090 568 Chemokines and chemotactic factors receptors Human 

P35351 593 Angiotensin receptors Rat 

P30556 1049 Angiotensin receptors Human 

P32300 1552 Opioid peptides receptors Mouse 
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